Press release

Paris, 10 October 2016

Anaxis Asset Management is launching Anaxis Income Advantage, a UCITS fund
benefitting from a global and flexible approach to corporate bond market
This new corporate bond fund complements the existing product range and responds to the investors’
needs, who have expressed a strong interest in this type of products. The fund adopts a more global and
flexible approach in order to capitalise on the best opportunities in the credit market.
Anaxis Income Advantage is a discretionary UCITS fund which is actively managed, based on in-depth
fundamental issuer analysis. The fund focuses on companies with well-defined sustainable business
models, which are protected by high entry barriers and benefit from strong growth momentum and a flexible
cost structure. The fund does not invest in the financial sector, which has low visibility due to the lack of
transparency.
On launching the fund, Thibault Destrés, who is co-managing the portfolio, declared “like our current range
of funds, Anaxis Income Advantage adopts a conviction-based approach, drawing on an investment
process centred on bond-picking, but deploying a more global and flexible strategy, which enables us to
incorporate our best ideas and capitalise on credit market conditions and economic and financial outlook”.
Key features:
• 5% annualised performance objective, net of fees.
• Dynamic and flexible management to control credit risk.
• Global investment universe (portfolio heavily focused on developed markets).
• Broad regional and sector diversification.
• Investment strategy free of constraints in terms of rating, index and maturity.
For further information please contact:
Jean-Julien Goettmann, jjgoettmann@anaxiscapital.com / Tel. +41 22 716 18 21
Partner, Head of Sales & Marketing

About Anaxis Asset Management
Anaxis Asset Management is part of the Anaxis group, specialising in fixed-income investment
management. The group’s distinctive investment philosophy is based on a fundamental analysis of the
creditworthiness of corporate bonds, combined with bottom-up bond picking, while ensuring broad
diversification and respecting stringent risk control procedures, through a cautious and selective approach.
Our team is made up of investment professionals with extensive experience in credit analysis and bond
portfolio management.
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